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            Abstract
Animal promoters initiate transcription either at precise positions (narrow promoters) or dispersed regions (broad promoters), a distinction referred to as promoter shape. Although highly conserved, the functional properties of promoters with different shapes and the genetic basis of their evolution remain unclear. Here we used natural genetic variation across a panel of 81 Drosophila lines to measure changes in transcriptional start site (TSS) usage, identifying thousands of genetic variants affecting transcript levels (strength) or the distribution of TSSs within a promoter (shape). Our results identify promoter shape as a molecular trait that can evolve independently of promoter strength. Broad promoters typically harbor shape-associated variants, with signatures of adaptive selection. Single-cell measurements demonstrate that variants modulating promoter shape often increase expression noise, whereas heteroallelic interactions with other promoter variants alleviate these effects. These results uncover new functional properties of natural promoters and suggest the minimization of expression noise as an important factor in promoter evolution.
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                    Figure 1: Identification of tssQTL using 5′ CAGE and PC analysis.[image: ]


Figure 2: Classification of tssQTLs.[image: ]


Figure 3: Genomic properties of variants affecting promoter shape or transcript abundance.[image: ]


Figure 4: Core promoter motifs affected in tssQTLs.[image: ]


Figure 5: Promoter shape influences promoter evolution.[image: ]


Figure 6: Changes in promoter shape are associated with increased expression noise.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Complex molecular phenotypes captured by the PCA-based QTL-calling approach.
Top, three synthetic examples of QTL illustrating three aspects of CAGE signal - shape, level, and position of the highest peak within the cluster. Middle, loadings for the first principle component when genotypes are simulated from these hypothetical QTL. Bottom, separation of hypothetical genotype classes based on either projections onto the top principle component (y-axis) or average CAGE signal across entire window (x-axis). While genotype classes in the middle column can be distinguished by both the mean signal and the projections on the first PC, genotypes in the left and right columns are separated by the first PC but not by the mean signal.


Supplementary Figure 2 tssQTL generally have effects that are independent of developmental stage.
Shown are two representative tssQTL with effects at all three embryonic stages. a, Heatmaps of CAGE signal within a promoter window, with individual genotypes (rows) grouped into major (red, above) and minor (blue, below), for the same examples shown in Fig. 1D. Lead variants are chrX_13562404_SNP (CG11164) and chr3L_8103470_SNP (CG7927). b, Manhattan plots, showing the log10 (p-values) for all tested variants in each case. Significant associations tend to be common to all there developmental time-points and not stage-specific (results of time-specific effect tests are on Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).


Supplementary Figure 3 tssQTL in genes with multiple promoters.
Left, histograms showing the number of QTL-associated promoters per gene, for 1,610 genes with more than one associated CAGE window (varying between 2 and 8 per gene). Right, expected number of QTL-associated promoters per gene, assuming that the probability of tssQTL across promoters is uniform (no dependence within a gene). The observed and predicted distributions are not significantly different (p = 0.9986, two-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).


Supplementary Figure 4 Wavelet analysis.
a, Representation of different wavelet coefficients in an example 30 bp window. b, Detailed relationship between CAGE signal (white in heatmap above) and single-base effect sizes (below) in the genomic space (left) and the evidence of effect on the different wavelet coefficients (right), for the CG7927 example (included in Fig. 2a). Significant effects are shown in red.


Supplementary Figure 5 Validation of lead tssQTL variants.
The distribution of single-cell expression values for tssQTL, showing promoter strength differences between Maj, Min and Majmin promoter variants, extending those shown in Fig. 4b. Promoter single cell assay quantify promoter activation of sfGFP in individual measured by analytic FACS. We show the distribution of expression values (sfGFP/mCherry ratios) for both natural promoter variants (Maj and Min) and engineered promoters, placing the lead SNP into the Maj haplotype (Majmin). Dashed black line: population median. Grey error bars: average expression value +/- SEM, calculated from 2 (wls, CG15739 and Hn (Min, Majmin1 and Majmin12)) or 3 (CG17802, l(3)01239, CG11210 and Hn (Maj and Majmin2)) transfection replicates. * p-values for two-sided Welch t-test comparing population averages. # p-values from one-sided Welch t-test. Lead variants are: chr3L_ 11162703_SNP (wls), chr3R_13630942_SNP (CG17802), chr3L_11067477_SNP (l(3)01239), chr2R_3986212_SNP (CG11210), chrX_11767477_SNP (CG15739), chr3L_ 7753664_SNP (Hn variant 1) and chr3L_ 7753657_SNP (Hn variant 2).


Supplementary Figure 6 Effects of changes in positioned downstream motifs on promoter shape and strength.
Change in raw CAGE signal and shape index between the minor and the major genotypes for tssQTL affecting DPE- (downstream promoter element) and MTE- (motif ten element) like motifs located 10-40bp downstream of the highest effected TSS. Created or destroyed indicates a motif score that is higher or lower in the minor allele variant, respectively. Symbols indicate aggregate promoter shape (see Methods).


Supplementary Figure 7 Motif-based classification of promoters and their relationship to tssQTL.
We used Ohler et al proposed classification of Drosophila promoters based on five motif-based classes1,2: Inr+TATA, Inr+DPE, Inr-only, characteristic of narrow promoters and DRE and Motif1/6 motifs, characteristic of broad promoters. For each promoter class (defined by this motif classification1), the following is shown: left, positioning of the indicated motifs from the main TSS; middle, fraction of promoters with a tssQTL; right, the relative proportion of tssQTL classes. The classes corresponding to broad promoters (indicated at the bottom) show elevated tssQTL number (2.84-fold increase in the broad classes compared to narrow, p = 2.2x10-16, Fisher’s exact test) and a higher proportion of shape QTL, recapitulating the differences observed between broad and narrow promoters classified based on their shape index (Fig. 5a).
1. Ohler, U. Identification of core promoter modules in Drosophila and their application in accurate transcription start site prediction. Nucleic acids research 34, 5943-5950, doi:10.1093/nar/gkl608 (2006).
2. Ohler, U., Liao, G.-c. C., Niemann, H. & Rubin, G. M. Computational analysis of core promoters in the Drosophila genome. Genome biology 3, Research0087 (2002).


Supplementary Figure 8 Estimated detection power of abundance and shape QTL in different promoter shape classes.
Simulation study to assess statistical power for detecting abundance or shape QTL in broad and narrow promoters and for different effect sizes. Given the small number of TSS within a narrow promoter, it is expected that detection of shape QTL within them may be inherently more difficult, potentially leading to their underestimation. Signal distribution, minor allele frequency and library sizes were simulated to match those observed in real data. Top panel: simulated shape QTL, where the increasing proportions (indicated on top) of the main peak were redistributed in the second genotype group. Bottom panel: Simulated abundance QTL, where increasing proportions of bases within promoter windows (indicated on top) are affected in the same direction with increasing fold-change effect (x axis). After generating the simulated counts (using a Poisson distribution), the simulated CAGE profiles were processed analogous to the approach taken for the real data, including normalization and principal component analysis to obtain the projections onto the first three PCs. Significance was assessed using a t-test for each PC to test differences between genotype classes. The proportion (error bars indicate 95% CI) of simulated windows for which significant differences could be detected (power at p < 0.05) is indicated in the y-axis.


Supplementary Figure 9 Number of bases under negative selection at different promoter shapes.
INSIGHT analysis on bins of promoter windows according to their shape indexes. Brown shading indicates the 30% broadest or narrowest promoters. rho = fraction of sites under negative selection, E(w) = the number of sites under weak negative selection. All windows have the same size (1,024 bp). Error bars represent uncertainty estimates for INSIGHT parameter estimates (standard errors), which are derived from the curvature of INSIGHT's likelihood function1.
1. Gronau, I., Arbiza, L., Mohammed, J. & Siepel, A. Inference of natural selection from interspersed genomic elements based on polymorphism and divergence. Molecular biology and evolution 30, 1159-1171, doi:10.1093/molbev/mst019 (2013).


Supplementary Figure 10 Patterns of genetic variation at different promoter shapes.
a, Broad promoters show an increase in the fraction of non-ancestral sites (y-axis) for promoters with different shape index (x-axis). Brown shading indicates the top 30% for each shape type. Both the number of polymorphic sites where none of the alleles is the inferred ancestral allele (top), and the number of fixed (monomorphic) sites diverging from the ancestral state (middle) show a clear dependence on promoter shape, with broadest promoters having elevated rates for the non-ancestral states. In contrast, polymorphism rates are equal or reduced in broader shape bins compared to narrow (bottom), arguing against elevated substitution rates being strictly a function of differences in the fraction of functional bases. b, Average phastCons scores for windows of the indicated shape indexes show evidence for increased conservation in narrow promoter categories. Scores where obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser. In all cases, error bars correspond to 95% CI.


Supplementary Figure 11 Examples of changes in expression level and noise due to genetic variants affecting promoter shape.
Promoter single cell assay using analytic FACS (as in Fig. 4a). Population median indicates expression level, while median absolute deviation from the median indicates cell-to-cell variation (expression noise). Four promoters harboring shape or mixed QTL with a predominant shape effect (extension of Fig. 6b,c). Lead variants are chr2L_10431345_SNP (TfIIB), chr3L_ 1307602_INS (CG2469), chrX_ 6161845_SNP (Spt6) and chr3L_11162703_SNP (wls). Expression level is the mean of the population medians, and noise is the mean of population MADs (3 transfection replicates, >15,000 cells per construct), with bars corresponding to SEM. Green and purple arrows indicate the effect of the lead variant mutation alone, while orange arrows indicate the effect of changing all remaining variants in the transition to the opposite natural haplotype. Significance was assessed by a Levene test for homogeneity of variances, only significant p-values (< 0.05) are shown.
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